Imaging planets requires instruments capable of dealing with extreme contrast ratios and that have a high resolution. Coronagraphs that can reach a contrast ratio in a neighborhood of 10 9 will be capable of observing Jupiter-like planets, while those with a contrast greater than a benchmark number of 10 10 to within a few λ/D of an on-axis star will render possible imaging of Earth-like planets. Plans for achieving this feat have been developed for use on telescopes with unobscured, circularly symmetric apertures. However; given that the next generation of large telescopes are on-axis designs with support structures in the telescope aperture and a central obstruction due to the secondary mirror, it has proven necessary to develop coronagraphic techniques that compensate for obstructions. Pueyo & Norman (2012) present a possible solution to the problem of the support structures using ACAD. In this paper, we present a coronagraphic design that uses a vector vortex and pupil apodization to compensate for the secondary mirror that could possibly be used in conjunction with a wavefront control system and/or ACAD. This coronagraph is capable of achieving a contrast ratio of at least 10 10 in a working angle of (1.5 − 30) λ/D in conjunction with an on-axis telescope. We can construct our pupil using a classical transmissive apodizer or pupil remapping. We find that the mirror shapes required are relatively simple (requiring ≤ 40 degrees of freedom to describe) and we expect they will be feasible to manufacture, and potentially even to implement with deformable mirrors. By combining existing high-contrast imaging techniques, we demonstrate that a relatively simple design may be used to image exo-Earths.
INTRODUCTION
With the advent of extremely large telescope designs (e.g. the TMT, E-ELT) and the next generation of space telescopes (JWST, AFTA), there are new opportunities to push the boundaries of high contrast imaging. Of particular interest is the possibility of observing Earth-like planets within the habitable zones of other stars, a problem which is being addressed through the use of adaptive optics techniques and new coronagraphic design.
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Adapting these designs to accommodate the on-axis telescopes with which they could conceivably be paired is an area of current research.
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Using the Earth and Sun as a point of reference, it is common to demand a contrast ratio of 10 10 at an inner working angle of ∼ λ/D as goals which a coronagrah must be able to achieve in order to image an Earth-like exoplanet. [6] [7] [8] The contrast ratio is the ratio of the flux from the on-axis source (a star) to the flux from a nearby source (a planet), and determines how much light from the PSF of the on-axis source needs to be rejected to view the nearby source (e.g. the star's PSF needs to be 10 −10 of the star's flux at the position of the planet in order for the planet to be visible). Meanwhile, the inner and outer working angles define the annular region, or 'dark hole', around the on-axis source where a contrast ratio of 10 10 needs to be achieved, so the IWA is effectively the angular resolution of the coronagraph. If an observer were 10 parsec away and observing the Sun, the Sun and Earth would have an angular separation of 0."1 (or 2λ/D for a 2-meter telescope in the V-band), hence an instrument capable of meeting these criteria would barely be able to observe Earth.
Coronagraphs for off-axis telescopes, which feature circularly symmetrical apertures without obscuration from a secondary mirror or support structures, have been designed which can achieve these goals (e.g. Trauger et al. 2010 ; 9 for an example prototype see Trauger & Traub 2007 10 and Trauger et al. 2011 11 ). In particular, instruments using a vector vortex mask can theoretically provide perfect on-axis light rejection for an unobstructed aperture.
12 However; considering the upcoming and proposed ELTs and space telescopes that will not feature off-axis secondary mirrors, it will be necessary to examine designs that account for a central obscuration, as well as structural elements affecting the shape of the aperture. Recently, Pueyo & Norman (2012) 2 have explored a use of wavefront control systems called Active Compensation of Aperture Discontinuities (ACAD) which is designed to achieve high contrast imaging on telescopes that have support structures and other discontinuities in the telescope aperture. This system augments the use of coronagraphs that can deal with the obscuration from the secondary mirror.
Coronagraphs that expand on the vector vortex mask concept have been designed to address the central obscuration in the aperture due to the secondary mirror, 13, 14 as have designs that involve changing the apodization at the pupil plane, either through the use of mirrors or apodizing filters. [15] [16] [17] Unfortunately, the parameter space of performance vs. manufacturability is big and a lot reamins to be explored.
In this paper, we discuss an innovation on these techniques that can be used with the ACAD system. A design is presented for a high contrast coronagraph that makes use of a vector vortex phase ramp and apodization at the pupil plane. Our coronagraph is similar in concept to the ring-apodized vortex coronagraph of .
14 Instead of analytically deriving a pupil apodization that will cancel out the effect of the secondary mirror like they do, we treat the throughput through the pupil like a weighting function to produce a smooth apodization that suppresses the contribution of the secondary mirror to the PSF. The apodization function at the pupil plane can be achieved through the use of a light blocking classical apodizer; however, the design we show here is simple enough to be produced using mirror shapes. This design can be optimized to produce a working region in the PSF that has a contrast approaching or exceeding 10 10 , and can minimize the IWA to within
This paper is divided into four sections. In section 2, we provide motivation for our design and background on the coronagraphy techniques we combine in the present discussion. Section 3 discusses the coronagraph design and derives the necessary calculations to describe the coronagraph discussed in this paper, and in Section 4, we describe the performance of an optimized coronagraph design that achieves the necessary contrast and IWA. In Section 5 we explore using aspheric pupil remapping mirrors to produce our optimal design.
BACKGROUND
The main challenge we seek to address in this paper is the design of a coronagraph that is capable of exoplanet imaging in the presence of a circularly symmetrical on-axis secondary mirror. In general, in addition to the secondary mirror, on-axis telescope apertures will be affected by segment gaps in the primary mirror, and support structures holding up the secondary. These patterns in the telescope pupil (called "spiders") present challenges to high-contrast imaging, since they alter the electric field amplitude in the pupil plane on the order of a few percent.
2 Spiders can be compensated for by a strategy such as ACAD 2 to compensate for these small-scale artifacts. By dealing with the large-scale central obscuration, our coronagraph completes the task of correcting for artifacts in the telescope aperture. In what follows, we summarize the concepts we are incorporating in our coronagraph design along with the challenges involved in using them on an obscured aperture.
Vortex Coronagraphy
Vortex coronographs use a phase mask called a vector vortex, which adds an azimuthally dependent phase angle to a field passing through it. the salient feature that light is pushed into an annulus outside the aperture radius remains true). The light near A is then blocked by a Lyot stop.
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For a symmetrical, unobscured aperture, the vortex removes all the light within the aperture, moving it to outside the image of the pupil. This allows coronagraphs to be designed without the need for an obscuring mask in the focal plane, and vortex instruments with high contrast ratios have been designed with IWAs of∼ 1λ/D.
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For the purposes of imaging exoplanets, this characteristic is appealing, since it allows planets close in to their host stars to be imaged.
The vector vortex is also advantageous with regards to its chromaticity and its sensitivity to pointing errors and measurable stellar sizes. Recently, it has been shown that achromatic vector vortex masks are achievable, 22 and a broadband vortex with a contrast near 10 10 has been demonstrated in a test bed. 23 Furthermore, it can be shown that the leakage by the mask of off-axis light goes as s c , where c is the charge of the mask and s is the angular position of the light in units of λ/D. 24, 25 Therefore, slightly off-axis light due to a small pointing error or finite stellar size contributes limited leakage into the final image.
In the presence of a central obscuration, the vortex ramp is no longer able to exclude light within the central aperture perfectly. On the contrary, a Fourier transform of the focal field × e icθ results in two concentric rings that fall off as r −2 (for charge 2); one inside the pupil (see figure 1 ). This has led to designs such as that in Mawet et al. 2011, 13 which makes use of two vortex stages to concentrate all of the point source light in a central region where it can be blocked out by an inner Lyot stop. This inner Lyot stop is in the Lyot plane, and so does not affect the IWA of the coronagraph. More recently, Mawet et al. 2013 14 have devised an analytical solution called the ring-apodized vortex coronagraph. This solution involves making an apodizing mask with hard-edged annuli with different throughputs. The intensity rings produced by these discontinuities are matched to the ring produced by the discontinuity of the central obscuration and so cancel them out.
Similarly, we make use of an inner Lyot stop to block out the peak of the light from the inner ring, but instead of using a ring-apodized mask to cancel out the contamination from the secondary mirror, we use a smoothly varying apodization function that can be calculated using numerical optimization. While our innovation does not result in full cancellation of the contaminating light, this light is suppressed sufficiently to image a terrestrial exoplanet. It also provides several advantages both in terms of performance and practicality (see sections 3.2 and 4.1).
Pupil Apodization
An apodized pupil is constructed by either bending light passing through the pupil plane or by partially blocking it out. We will call methods that involve blocking out or asborbing source flux classical apodization . Classical apodizers exist which have relatively achromatic properties and are suitable for use on a broad-band instrument. 4, 17, 26 We will briefly discuss using a classical apodizer for our apodized pupil vortex coronagraph; however, we will focus much of our attention on achieving the same result using shaped mirrors to deflect incident light. The fundamtental design of our coronagraph remains the same regardless of the technique used-but the use of mirrors has a considerable advantage in throughput, so long as they are feasible to make.
Apodizing the pupil can also be achieved through the use of two shaped mirrors. 3, 27 In particular, a system called Phase-Induced Amplitude Apodization (PIAA) has been researched that can provide high contrast and a good IWA when combined with an adaptive optics system (e.g. Guyon 2003 , 3 Guyon 2005 7 ). The two mirrors remap the rays of light through an aperture from an on-axis source to produce a specific distribution of light in the pupil, and focus this new beam shape. This approach, which can be used to optimize inner working angle and contrast, does not diminish coronagraph throughput or introduce chromatic effects since it uses mirrors in a regime where ray optics holds. A PIAA system in conjunction with extreme adaptive optics has been implemented on the Subaru Telescope (SCExAO), that has recently begun taking images.
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Briefly, the equations that describe how the mirror shapes depend on the desired apodization are:
whereH andr are the mirror shape and coordinates of the second of the two mirrors, and H and r are the shape and coordinates of the first. P 0 is a constant related to the distance between the two mirrors. These equations have been simplified for this discussion, and describe circularly symmetric mirrors in the absence of offsets between the two. The dependence of the mirror shapes on the apodization A shows up in r (r), which is the inverse of the function mapping rays incident on the first mirror at r to the positionr on the second mirror. This function is
which is true for any two-mirror configuration. A detailed derivation of these equations is given in Vanderbei & Traub 2005 .
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The main issues with PIAA coronagraphy are the manufacturability of the mirrors and diffraction effects where the curvature becomes severe. These are both the result of the constraints placed upon mirror design when optimizing for the necessary IWA and contrast ratio to image an Earthlike exoplanet. Pluzhnik et al. 2006 29 addresses the problems with PIAA by using classical apodizing masks to reduce the need for highly curved mirror edges and compensate for diffraction.
CORONAGRAPH DESIGN

Principle
The coronagraph we focus on in this paper has three stages; (A) a pupil plane with an apodizing mask, (B) a focal plane with a vortex phase mask, and (C) a final pupil plane with a Lyot stop. This geometry is summarized in Figure 2 . Light from a uniform on-axis point source entering through the telescope aperture into the coronagraph at (A) will have an initial electric field where µ is the percent of the radius obscured by the telescope central obscuration and M (r) the transmission function of the mask. Passing the light through a vortex phase ramp in (B) can be described by two successive Hankel transformations,
Here, c is the charge of the vortex phase ramp and
Since E pup is a circularly symmetric function, H 0 (E pup (r)) is an equivalent operation to the Fourier transform, since
Furthermore, the phase ramp of charge c, e icφ , is built right into the definition of the Bessel function J c (φ). Therefore, when performing the inverse Hankel transformation, the vector vortex is already accomplished in the integrand.
The Lyot stop at (C) consists of both an inner and an outer Lyot stop. The outer Lyot stop performs the same function as it does in the traditional coronagraph. 30, 31 Light from the PSF shifted to the far edge of the pupil plane is blocked out, thereby removing it from the final image (see figure 1) . However, the centrally obscured aperture and vortex phase ramp cause there to be a fringe of light near to the center of the Lyot plane (see figure 1) . The sharp peak of the fringe is blocked by the inner Lyot stop, while the remaining light from the fringe is minimized by the apodization at the pupil plane.
Apodizer Optimization
Given that the central obscuration in the aperture is fixed, the parameters we can vary include the shape of the pupil mask, the size of the Lyot stops and the charge of the vector vortex. In what follows we hold the Lyot stop sizes and vector vortex charge fixed at values we find produce reasonable results.
We form a basis of mask shapes using functions of the form
where Z n is the nth zero of the Bessel function of order 10. Bessel functions were chosen since the Hankel transform of the pupil mask gives the function's spectrum in terms of Bessel functions, so starting with the functions expressed in this basis makes the manipulations described above particularly simple. Bessel functions of order 10 were chosen as the basis in particular, since they are well suited to describing obscured apertures that have zero throughput below some radius. The higher order the Bessel function, the greater the radius is before it has a non-vanishing value, so a basis composed of high-order bessel functions descriping the pupil plane has the central obscuration already 'built in'. The results described below were calculated using the first 32 of these basis functions.
The derivatives and output electric fields for a point source are calculated for each basis function individually. The combination of functions resulting in the mask shape M (r) that optimizes the coronagraph PSF is then solved for, subject to the constraints:
where b sets the minimum throughput.
The constraint on the derivative of the apodizing mask shape D [M (r)], that it be positive, is based on the intuitive notion that the throughput through the mask acts like a weight which can minimize the effect of the central obscuration on the behavior of the vector vortex mask. By demanding that the energy incident upon the vector vortex mask from the outer radii is greater than the energy from the inner radii, this effectively down-weights the central obscuration in the pupil, and makes the pupil look more like an unobscured aperture, with which the vector vortex behaves perfectly. This also allows us to simply constrain the curvature of mirrors producing the apodization, should we implement this apodization with remapping mirrors. Since curvature is strongest where the light rays need to be dispersed the most (i.e. where the throughput is least), the curvature of the mirrors depend on the parameter b.
A solution for an optimized pupil mask with a monotonically increasing transmission is shown in figure 3 . The result shown is for an instrument with an inner Lyot stop that covers the inner 0.45R of the pupil and the outer stop covers the outer 0.95R, and a charge c = 4 vector vortex. A central obscuration that covers 30% of the aperture was assumed. For this setup, we found a result capable of achieving a contrast ratio of at least 10 10 in a dark hole of (1.5 − 30) λ/D could be obtained for b = 0.15. The resulting PSF is shown in figure 3 .
We use equations 1-3 to plot the mirror shapes in figure 4 which would reproduce this apodization function. We examine these mirrors in more detail in Section 5. Here, we comment that the mirrors exhibit gradual curvature in the region exposed to the on-axis point source, and approach flatness near their outer edges. In Carlotti et al. 2011, 32 it was shown that the maximum curvature needed in a mirror producing a shaped pupil is proportional to the minimum throughput in the pupil. Since we demand a minimum throughput of b when we find our apodization function, we are equivalently setting a maximum on the curvature of the mirror. Furthermore, the throughput increases with radius and reaches 100% near the edge of the pupil. Equivalently, the deformation of the shaped mirrors become shallower with increasing radius and becomes flat at the mirrors' outermost radii. This is in contrast to Guyon et al. 2003 , 3 which requires mirrors to curve steeply at outer radii and are thus complicated to manufacture. Finally, light from an on-axis source is blocked within the radius of the secondary obscuration, so we do not need to worry about constraining the mirror shape in this region of the shaped mirror.
PERFORMANCE
Tip/Tilt Errors
Mawet et al. 2010
24 describes the sensitivity of the vector vortex phase mask to tip/tilt error. As stated above, spillover light introduced by telescope tip/tilt is determined by the sensitivity of the vortex to off-axis light, which is approximately s c , where s is the distance from the center of the focal plane in λ/D and c is the charge. In principle, a vector vortex of arbitrarily large charge may be used to immunize the vortex to arbitrarily large tip/tilt errors. However, since we are primarily concerned with devising a coronagraph that incorporates optical elements that are either currently in use or have been examined in a test bed, we limit our attention to a vortex with c = 4. Figure 4 . Shapes of the two deformable mirrors required to produce the apodization function in figure 3 . The absolute scale of the deformation is set by the mirror radius R and the distance between the two mirrors Z, and the shape of the mirrors scales with the quantity R 2 /Z. 3, 33 Points inward of the blue line on the first mirror see no illumination from an on-axis point source due to the central obscuration. In principle, the deformation of the first mirror could have less curvature than is shown for this region, since it will not reflect any light from a target star.
We examine the impact of introducing a small spot in the center of the vector vortex mask. Not only does this cover defects in the vortex mask that may result from the manufacturing process, the spot should improve the coronagraph's robustness to tip/tilt. This obscuration is equivalently in the center of the image plane, and so effectively reduces the sensitivity of the final image to the position and size of the on-axis point source. We find that we can still recover a PSF with a > 10 10 contrast ratio in our desired dark hole for large spots if we manipulate the value of b. If b = 0.1, then a vector vortex spot with radius 1.0 λ/D can be applied, and an optimal apodization function can be found that preserves the inner working angle and contrast.
However, decreasing b comes at the expense of throughput for the off-axis source (ie the exoplanet) if a classical apodizer is used to realize our apodization function, or increased curvature if a shaped mirror is used. With this in mind, we fix b at 0.15, and use spot with a radius of 0.75 λ/D. The optimal apodization for these parameter choices preserves a PSF with an IWA of 1.5 λ/D and a contrast ratio in the dark hole that is within a factor of 2 of 10 10 (shown in Figure 5 ). Therefore, we can block out the image of a central source out to a radius of half of our intended IWA, and preserve our dark hole. While further investigation is needed to quantify the effects of adding a spot on tip/tilt error and on using the vector vortex on spatially resolved stars, we expect it will diminish contrast degradation of the PSF due to their extended angular size and positional uncertainty significantly. Figure 6 displays the throughput of an off-axis source as a function of radial distance, both for apodization achieved using a classical apodizer and apodization achieved using shaped mirrors (discussed in Section 5.2 below). If we define the effective IWA of the coronagraph as the position where the off-axis source has half the throughput of maximum, then the IWA for a classical apodizer is ∼ 2.5 λ/D, or ∼ 1.5 λ/D if mirrors are used. This is close to the design limit of 1.5 λ/D we set for the IWA when optimizing the apodization function. Using a classical apodizer, we achieve an off-axis throughput of 31%, which compares favorably with the 22% throughput of the charge 4 ring apodized vortex coronagraph for a central obscuration of 0.3R mirror . While the apodization function we calculated improves on off-axis throughput compared to the charge 4 ring apodized vortex coronagraph when an apodizing mask is used, the throughput is obviously substantially higher if we employ shaped or deformable mirrors to replace the classical apodizer. In that case, a throughput of nearly Figure 5 . Left: PSF of the coronagraph designed, modified to include an obscuring spot on the vector vortex mask. The spot has a radius of 0.75 λ/D and is circularly symmetrical. The dark hole achieved using this design falls short of a contrast ratio exceeding 10 10 ; however, it remains within a factor of 2 of this benchmark. Right: The optimal apodization function is qualitatively similar to the function shown in Figure 3 . 80% can be achieved for mirrors which conserve flux in the annulus between Lyot stops. This result allows us to achieve the contrast necessary to observe of Earthlike exoplanets, while preserving most of the planet's flux.
Throughput
IMPLEMENTATION USING PUPIL REMAPPING OPTICS
Calculations
We now explore replacing a transmissive apodizing mask with shaped mirrors, as depicted schematically in Figure 2 . In order for this result to be practical and manufacturable, we want to minimize the complexity and the curvature of these mirrors. If we wish to use DMs, then the amplitude of the mirror deformation is limited as well. Based on our characterization of the mirror shapes for our apodization function without a spot in the vortex mask in section 4, we expect the apodization with a spot will be conducive to being produced by mirror shapes that are relatively simple to manufacture.
Mirror shapes h (r) andh (r) that produce the apodization function A (r) are found by solving the MongeAmpere equation.
2, 33 While the mirror shapes found by solving Equations 1-3 above are useful for making qualitative statements about the mirrors, the treatment we provide below is equivalent to performing the ray tracing on each mirror separately. This ensures that we know each mirror separately as a function of the apodization function.
For a system of two shaped or deformable mirrors, the shape of the first mirror in the optical train, h (r) to A (r) is the forward Monge-Ampere equation,
where Z is the distance between the first and second mirror. The second mirror shape is determined by the inverse equation, N
, which conserves the energy propagated between the two mirrors. The inverse equation can found by using the relationship between the remapping of light rays between the two mirrors (equation 22 in Pueyo & Norman 2 ) to convert between h andh. In radial coordinates, these equations are expressed as
Because of the choice of normalization in the second Monge-Ampere equation, these mirror shapes conserve energy inside the entire telescope aperture, assuming that there is no central obscuration. However, in practice, this means that there will be some throughput loss as light is scattered from the pupil into the region blocked by the central Lyot stop. For an 0.3R obscuration and 0.45R inner Lyot stop, the throughput loss is about 0.04. Given that conserving the energy incident in the annulus between the Lyot stops requires a mirror shape of greater curvature, and that this is only a marginal loss in throughput, we elect to allow for this loss in throughput. Our mirror design allows for an off-axis throughput of ∼ 0.75 after accounting for the Lyot stops with a real IWA that is still ∼ 1.5 λ/D. This design is a promising candidate for earthlike exoplanet characteristics, since not only does it produce an adequately deep dark hole but it preserves the detectable exoplanet flux remarkably well.
Fitting to Mirror Shapes
After solving the Monge-Ampere equations numerically for a pair of mirror shapes, we use these shapes to recalculate the PSF. We ensure that they reproduce the desired PSF. Next, we fit the mirror shapes with a finite set of basis functions to determine how many degrees of freedom we need to describe these shapes accurately enough to reproduce the PSF. We hope to be able to fit the mirror shape with as few modes and as low order modes in our basis set as possible, since this will result in the easiest prescription to actually manufacture.
Since the Monge-Ampere equation is a second order non-linear differential equation, we opt to find the best fit second derivatives of the mirror shapes with respect to radius, and we choose basis functions for the mirror Normalized Intenisty Figure 7 . Left: Shapes of the two mirrors required to reproduce the apodization function in Figure 5 . These mirror shapes were solved independently using the Monge-Ampere equations (Equations 15 and 16) in the region that is not covered by the central obscuration. The first mirror (upper curve) requires 35 Bessel DOFs to specify, and the second mirror (lower curve) requires 40. We do not contrain the centrally obscured region. The mirror shapes produced using the Monge-Ampere equations are consistent with the single-directional ray-mapping of the mirror shapes shown in Figure 4 , although flipped. Right: PSF calculated by recalculating the apodization from the Monge-Ampere equations for each of the two mirrors independently. The apodization and resultant PSF for each mirror are essentially identical, and recreate the dark hole in Figure 5 , so we are confident that the detail we have used to specify these mirror shapes is adequate for our coronagraph design.
shapes that have well behaved first and second derivatives. These basis functions are fourth order radial bessels, defined by
where Z n is the nth fourth order Bessel zero. For the purposes of describing mirror shapes for manufacture, it may be more convenient to write the mirror shapes as an expansion of Zernike polynomials, but currently we are only exploring how complicated the mirror shapes need to be.
Bessel-expanded mirror shapes and the resulting PSF are shown in Figure 7 . To reproduce the PSF from section 4.1, we needed 35 Bessel modes for the first mirror (blue in the figure above), and 40 Bessel modes for the second mirror (green). The PSF from the expanded mirror shapes vary little from the 'ideal' PSF shown in Figure 5 -at the most divergent point in the dark hole the Bessel expanded mirrors fare worse than the ideal by only marginally. This result is encouraging, since we expect mirror shapes requiring ∼ 40 degrees of freedom to be tractable to either manufacture or reproduce with DMs. In fact, the limiting factor on the strategy we pursue to construct these mirrors is the diffraction properties of the mirrors. Diffraction propagation depends on both the radius of the circularly symmetric mirror shapes and the distance between them. Since the amplitude of the mirror shapes go as R 2 /Z, 3, 33 we will only be able to produce the dark hole with DMs if we can adequately control diffraction in small enough mirrors. Assuming a distance of Z = 1 m, this implies that we will need to control diffraction for mirrors with ∼ 1 cm radius if we are to use DMs.
Diffraction
We studied the effects of diffraction on these mirror shapes using the S-Huygens approximation of Vanderbei et al. 2006 . 34 In particular, we used Equation 24 of this paper to calculate the diffractive propagation of light across the two mirror shapes. S-Huygens is a similar approximation to the Fresnel approximation of the integral describing Huygens wavelet propagation; the key difference being that the large separation and thin lens approximations are abandoned in favor of simplifying the azimuthal dependence of the integral in a way that preserves ray-optics. While the Fresnel approximation is accurate in a regime where the reflecting surface has small (approximately linear) perturbations from flatness, S-Huygens more accurately approximates the propagation of light reflected from highly deformed surfaces. Normalized Intensity Figure 8 . Left: Amplitude of the electric field at the pupil plane taking into account the effects of diffraction. We assume that our setup consists of two 8 cm mirrors 1 m apart. This figure is analogous to the throughput curves in Figures 3 and  5 , and is the normalized electric field amplitude in the sense that the on-axis point source flux is taken to be 1. Right: Loss of contrast ratio in the dark hole due to diffraction is shown in this panel. The three horizontal dashed lines correspond to normalized intensities of 10 −8 , 10 −9 , and 10 −10 . Except near the designed-for IWA, the contrast ratio in the dark hole does better than 10 8 , and we expect to recover an ∼ 10 10 contrast ratio using strategies to mitigate diffraction.
We chose this approximation to describe diffraction in our mirrors because, while the outer portion of the mirror shape becomes approximately flat, near the secondary obscuration the mirror shapes for both the first and second mirror deviates significantly from a linear approximation. However, it is worth emphasizing that a Fresnel treatment of the propagation is essentially valid near the outer edge of the mirror. This will open up a number of possibilities for compensating for diffraction.
The best results we had for degradation of the PSF due to diffraction were obtained assuming 8 cm optics 1 m apart. The diffracted electric field at the pupil plane and the final PSF are shown in Figure 8 . As is apparent, diffraction in this system substantially degrades the contrast ratio in the dark hole. However, the resulting average contrast in the dark hole of > 10 8 is still useful for planet imaging, and we have not yet made any attempt to compensate for diffraction. Compensation can be achieved through post-apodizers (e.g. PIAACMC, 5 or, owing to the flatness of the mirror shapes near the pupil edge, by oversizing the optics we use.
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In an upcoming paper we will explore mitigation strategies for diffraction on these mirror shapes. Furthermore, while the deformation necessary to produce our mirror shapes in optics this size are not feasible for DMs, we will also attempt to apply these strategies on smaller optics, and address the issue of using DMs to produce our coronagraph then.
DISCUSSION
The apodizer mask design shown in figure 3 is noteworthy due to its simplicity, and the simplicity of mirror shapes needed to produce it when implemented with PIAA-like mirrors. The necessary mirror shapes, determined using the calculations summarized in section 2.3, are shown in figure 5 . While our coronagraph design may be achieved with a classical apodizer, we surmise that these results pave the way for a feasible design using shaped or deformable mirrors which will have superior throughput characteristics for off axis sources (e.g Earthlike exoplanets).
When we explored this design in more detail, we found that we were able to produce a variant on our pupil apodized vortex coronagraph with potentially improved robustness to tip/tilt and extended angular size of the on-axis source. We found that the apodization required to achieve a dark hole suitable for viewing an exo-Earth could be achieved with mirror shapes that can be described with ≤ 40 basis functions, as well. This implies a coronagraph design using mirrors is highly manufacturable, and a design using deformable mirrors is plausible. Figure 9 . An example of the PSF of an off-axis source propagated through our coronagraph design using shaped mirrors. The smear on the PSF removes any clearly defined spatial peak in the image, so it will be necessary to employ reserve aspheric optics to reconstruct the undistorted image of the exoplanet.
The main issues moving forward with mirrors are the R 2 /Z dependence of the mirror deformation amplitude and the effects of diffraction. Without trying to mitigate the effects of diffraction, our best dark hole is achieved using 8 cm mirrors. The required deformation would be on the order of a mm, which far exceeds the stroke of current AO systems. Even this uncorrected design has potentially useful applications with shaped mirrors, since the contrast ratio it achieves does better than 10 8 . In a subsequent paper, we will address these problems by applying oversized optics to dampen diffraction at the mirrors' outer edges, or by using post-apodizers. The last remaining concern with our mirror design is smearing of the off-axis PSF (see Figure 9) . Reconstruction of the PSF will require reverse aspheric optics to be placed downstream of the coronagraph; this technology has been well studied in PIAA coronagraph designs.
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The coronagraph we discuss in this paper can be used in conjunction with ACAD. ACAD is designed to be able to address the challenges of high-contrast imaging with large on-axis telescopes, which include ELTs in general. Spiders are compensated for on ACAD using a system of two deformable mirrors. The deformations of these mirrors match the spiders in the telescope aperture using solutions to the Monge-Ampere equation, and greatly reduce their effect on telescope PSF within a specified dark hole.
2 With the spiders compensated for, a coronagraph design which accounts for a circularly symmetric pupil affected by a central obscuration can deliver extreme high contrast in the dark hole.
In the original ACAD paper Pueyo and Norman used a coronagraph with apodization and an opaque mask. This coronagraph was not optimal in terms of throughput, IWA, and contrast. However, ACAD can work in principle with any coronagraph, and we have developed an optimal design that compensates for the secondary mirror.
Since both mirrors vary smoothly and with low curvature, it is conceivable that the mirror shapes can be achieved using the deformable mirrors in the ACAD AO system if we can address the problem of diffraction on small enough optics. In its current state, our design is ready to be implemented using a classical apodizer, and shows considerable promise if suitable shaped mirrors are manufactured. We have shown a coronagraphic design capable of meeting the requirements to image Earthlike planets that can be incorporated into existing AO systems comprised of existing technologies, and can be used in conjunction with a system compensating for spiders with ACAD. With further study, we intend to examine the incorporation of this coronagraphic design into the ACAD concept, and consider how this system could be applied to upcoming telescopes.
